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Affirm: “Let it be resolved that the US Senate Resolution 142 is unconstitutional within the bounds of 

Philippine jurisdiction.” 

 

A resolution condemning the Philippine government for detention of former Senator Leila De 

Lima who was accused of being involved in numerous cases of drug trade in New Bilibid Prison and 

money extortion from Peter Co a high-profile inmate in connection to drug transactions in Bilibid is 

amended, considered and agreed upon by the US Senate as of January 8, 2020. The said resolution is the 

US Senate Resolution 142, a resolution that also invoke freezing of assets and travel ban to 17 Philippine 

officials and security forces which is believed by the US government to be responsible of extra judicial 

killings and abuse of human rights. The said resolution passed by the US Senate to the country is an 

outright intrusion and interference to the country’s domestic affairs.  

 Disseminating the inclusions of US Senate Resolution 142, the word “arbitrary” is stated multiple 

times. Arbitrary is defined as when something is chosen according to personal whim of someone rather 

than an organized system or impartial reasons. Thus, the resolution multiple times as well accused the 

president which is the head of the state, the government and the judicial system of the Philippines as easily 

influenced by self-interest, bias and act without proper system, with their claims of arbitrary detention of 

De Lima. Furthermore the resolution suggests the immediate release of De Lima, independent 

investigation and the provision of compensation including the reinstatement in the position of the Senator. 

However all of these suggestions of the resolution are straightforward opposition to the given order of the 

Supreme Court of the Philippines, addition with the term they use “immediate release” as if the detention 

of De Lima happened in a snap and does not undergone various hearing and trials. Supreme Court is the 

highest court of the Philippines and assigned with the juridical power over the country in accordance to 

1987 Constitution of the Philippines Article VIII. Consequently the resolutions offered by the US Senate 

that opposed and undisguised trying to reverse the decision of the Supreme Court with the threats in ban 

and freezing to the officials which even infringes the United Nations Charter that stipulates “equality and 

self-determination of nations”, is an outright intrusion to the judicial and justice system within the 

country, furthermore the resolution also implies insolence and blasphemy to the Supreme Court and the 

president with their upfront accusations of unlawful detention and suppressions of human rights and 

freedom of the press without any documentations of evidence to support their claims together with their 

passed resolution.   

Moreover the US Senate Resolution 142 contravene the 1987 Constitution of the Republic of the 

Philippines- Article II that stipulate the Philippine as a democratic and republican state that practices 

sovereignty with their contortion to the given order of the Supreme Court. Such contortion also signifies 

how they undervalue the steadiness and finality of the country’s judicial system. The detention of Leila 

De Lima went through different trials in the Philippines, from the Muntinlupa Regional Trial Court which 

issued her the arrest order up to chances given to her to petition for Status Quo Ante Order (SQAO) and a 

Temporary Restraining Order (TRO) to the supreme court which on the latter give the judgment for her 

detention upon considering all the evidences presented to the court according to the Supreme Court 

themselves. The stated process just clarifies how the preceding to Leila De Lima follows the judicial 

system of the country and in accordance to the Philippine Constitutions, the given chances for her petition 

just signifies how she could freely exercise her rights during the trial, thus proving the claims of 

resolutions upon unlawful detention absurd and baseless. Other accusations such as extra judicial killings 

and suppression of the freedom of the press by the detention of Rappler president Maria Ressa which is 

sued not by the president but because of cyber liber to Wilfredo Keng could also be deemed groundless. 

The war on drugs of the president has been criticize over and over and this resolution is one of them, 

however up to now the killings could not be supported to by any concrete evince unlike the case of De 

Lima which is supported by prisoner witnesses and the Rappler president with an independent 

complainant. Putting it simply the accusations of the US Senate Resolution 142 which lacks with evidence 

yet demand of actions that undermine the constitution followed by the country and opposed its 

jurisdictions with outright accusations to the government is absolutely unconstitutional to the bounds of 

Philippine jurisdiction.   


